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When Do ‘Female’ Occupations Pay More?

Abstract

Highly ‘female’ occupations typically offer low pay. Occupational gender segregation is therefore a leading explanation for the gender wage gap. Yet, its effects are not fully understood. In this paper, we use a 1995 sample of social-security wage records of full-time German workers to show that in East Germany predominantly ‘female’ occupations actually pay more to both men and women and that there is no relationship between occupation-specific concentration of women and wages in West Germany. Relying on workers who change occupations to fully condition on labor quality, we find a negligible wage impact of segregation. These findings are consistent with the imposition of high wage levels in East Germany at the outset of reforms and the selection of mainly high-skill women into employment. Linking our results with the U.S. and post-communist evidence suggests an important role of the participation of low-skill women in employment for the observed wage ‘penalty’ to ‘female’ occupations.

1 Introduction

One of the most clearly established facts in the U.S. literature on the gender wage gap is that there are large and persistent differences in the share of female workers across occupations and that wages of both men and women decrease with the presence of females in their occupation. Such evidence has been recently offered even outside of the most developed countries—in several post-communist economies.1 Concentration of women in low paying occupations is therefore a major source of the gender wage gap. Yet, its effects are not fully understood.

There are three main possible explanations for why ‘female’ occupations pay less. First, women may face discriminatory hiring, firing, and promotion practices, which prevent them from working in high-wage occupations. Second, ‘female’ occupations may offer costly non-wage characteristics (e.g., flexibility of work hours); women are then more likely to accept lower wages because they prefer such occupational attributes. Third, workers employed in ‘female’ occupations may on average have lower skills (both observed and/or unobserved).

Researchers measuring the relationship between individual wages and the ‘femaleness’ of occupations have therefore recently taken into account not only observed productive characteristics of workers, but also occupational attributes and unmeasured worker skills and occupational prefer-

---

1See Ogloblin (1999) for evidence on Russia and Jurajda (2003) for results from the Czech and Slovak Republics.
ences. In the U.S. and Canada, controlling for these additional factors substantially reduces the wage ‘penalty’ to female jobs (Macpherson and Hirsh, 1995; Baker and Fortin, 2001). Another line of research uses cross-country differences in labor-market institutions and wage structures to study the sources of the gender wage gap (Blau and Kahn, 2003) and the ‘penalty’ to working in predominantly female occupations (Baker and Fortin, 1999).

In this paper, we extend the literature by investigating the effect of occupational gender composition on wages in East and West Germany in 1995. We offer not only traditional cross-sectional estimates of the wage ‘penalty’ to highly ‘female’ occupations, but in a subset of our analysis, we also control for unobservable worker heterogeneity, including unmeasured skills.

Our results extend the set of available cross-country comparisons in a potentially useful way. We contrast our West German evidence with U.S. findings and compare the East German results to those from other transition economies. West Germany represents a regulated European labor market with a stable, compressed wage structure and low female employment rates. The comparison of East Germany to other post-communist countries is interesting because East Germany has been subject to the most radical pro-market reform among all transition economies as the German unification brought about instant implementation of western-style labor market institutions, high wage levels and a sharp decrease in employment rates.\(^2\) In contrast, in other countries, such as the Czech Republic, wages actually decreased in early transition and employment rates declined less dramatically. These different reform paths may have affected the relative wage and employment position of women differently. While the gender wage gap has been stable or growing in most post-communist countries (Newell and Reilly, 2000; Brainerd, 2000), the East German gap has decreased since unification. Hunt (2002) suggests that this has been in large part due to low-earning women selectively dropping out of the labor force. However, no evidence exists on the extent and the wage effects of gender segregation in East Germany.

\(^2\)Enterprise restructuring led to a 35 percent drop in employment between 1989 and 1992 (Burda and Hunt, 2001).
In this paper, we therefore reduce the gap in the empirical literature by measuring occupational segregation and investigating its effects on the gender pay gap in both parts of Germany. Specifically, we employ a large representative administrative sample of workers from 1995—the so-called IAB employment subsample, which consists of wage records drawn from the German Social Security (Unemployment Insurance) database. Due to a lack of information on hours worked we focus on full-time workers. In a subset of our analysis, we form a matched employer-employee data set, which enables the study of within-establishment wage differences. The wage structure is described using logarithmic wage regressions conditioning on worker and firm characteristics as well as on the fraction of women within a given occupation. We estimate the cross-sectional relationship between wages and segregation and we also attempt to come closer to a causal effect of segregation on wages by conditioning on unobservable worker skills and occupational preferences. To do so, we use a panel of workers employed in 1992 and 1995, the earliest and latest years for which the (East German) data are available, to remove all time-constant worker characteristics. The estimated coefficients are then used together with the mean differences in explanatory variables by gender to quantify the part of the wage gap explained by gender segregation.

Our analysis uncovers intriguing East-West differences. While the gender structure of occupations is similar in both parts of Germany, the gender pay gaps differ substantially. The West German wage gap is considerable, both across all workers and within jobs (occupation-firm cells), but there is almost no difference between the median wages of East German full-time male and female workers. Yet, there are significant East German gender wage gaps within jobs. Our regression analysis reconciles these pieces of descriptive evidence: We find little support for the existence of a wage ‘penalty’ to ‘female’ jobs in West Germany. The significant within-job wage gaps in East Germany do not appear at the aggregate level because more ‘female’ occupations actually offer higher wages, in striking contrast to findings from the U.S. as well as from transition countries. Yet, conditioning on unobservable worker heterogeneity (skills), the wage impact of gender segregation is small.
in both parts of Germany. We rely on indirect evidence, both within- and cross-country, to offer an explanation for this arresting set of findings. The explanation is related to the radical reform path of East Germany and motivates future cross-country research that may shed new light on the segregation/wage-gap literature.

2 Background

2.1 Occupational Gender Segregation and Wage Gap

Occupational segregation is the subject of extensive research. It is more pronounced in the EU countries compared to the U.S. for low-educated workers (Dolado et al., 2002). There is widespread evidence that wages of both male and female workers are lower when they are employed in predominantly female occupations; see Kilingsworth (1990), Groshen (1991) or Bayard et al. (2003) for U.S. evidence, and Baker and Fortin (2001) for results from Canada. While occupational segregation is often attributed to discriminatory employer practices, Filer (1986) and Macpherson and Hirsh (1995) are among the researchers who suggest that it is in large part due to gender differences in preferences for occupational characteristics or to sorting on unobserved skills.

The suggested mechanisms giving rise to the observed negative correlations between the female share of an occupation’s workforce and the respective wages of men and women often differ by gender. For example, if women are discouraged from entering high-wage occupations by discriminatory barriers, then only women with very high (possibly unobservable) skills may be able to enter the typically ‘male’ occupations. The fraction of female workforce then may become an index of labor quality and only low-skill men may sort themselves into the more ‘female’ occupations.3

Another strand of the literature relies on cross-country research design to analyze the importance of labor market institutions for employment patterns by gender (Bertola, et. al, 2002), the gender wage gap (Blau and Kahn, 2003) or the occupational gender segregation (Baker and Fortin, 1999). Comparing the United States and Canada, Baker and Fortin (1999) find the wage ‘penalty’ to

---

3For a theoretical model where workers of complementary skills are grouped together see Kremer (1993).
occupations mainly employing female workers to be larger in the U.S. and link this finding to a low U.S. female unionization rate and low wages in certain public-goods-sector jobs. However, there are no detailed studies comparing occupational segregation wage effects in the regulated European labor markets to those found in the Anglo-Saxon economies.

Among the West-German gender-wage-gap studies, Kunze (2003) focuses on occupational gender segregation. Specifically, she looks at the early careers of workers entering the West German labor market during 1975 to 1990 with apprenticeship degrees and shows that occupational gender segregation explains a large and persistent part of the gender pay gap for these workers.

2.2 Female Wages in Transition

There is a wealth of research analyzing the evolution of the gender wage gap during early pro-market reforms when wage dispersion increased dramatically and when labor force participation rates decreased from the artificially high levels of the communist era. A typical finding from these studies is that gender differences in observed worker characteristics contribute little towards the significant raw wage gaps between men and women. While the gender wage gap has been quite stable in many transition countries (Newell and Reilly, 2000), it has dropped by about 10 percentage points in East Germany. Hunt (2002) attributes much of this decrease to low-earning women selectively dropping out of the labor force.

The 1990 monetary union between East and West Germany led to a large increase in East German wage level while western trade unions took over the East German wage bargaining system. Drastic restructuring and mass layoffs were accompanied by early retirement policies and other public-assistance programs. Hunt argues that union wage rises have caused the less productive to be laid off and that the decreased child care availability in the eastern states was not important in the selective layoff process. In 1995, the year of our analysis, the East German female employment


5Similar to Hunt (2002), Gang and Yun (2001) also use data from the German Socio-Economic Panel and report a declining, but nonzero, gender wage gap in East Germany during the early 1990s.
ratio was comparable to that of West Germany.\textsuperscript{6}

Out of the many gender wage gap studies of transition economies, only two pay close attention to the issue of gender segregation. Ogloblin (1999) analyzes the Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey from 1994-1996 and finds that the gender pay gap cannot be explained by gender differences in education and experience. However, additional conditioning on industry and firm ownership dummies as well as on a class of occupational dummies capturing overwhelmingly ‘male’ and ‘female’ occupations accounts for over 80 percent of the Russian wage gap. Jurajda (2003) uses large matched employer-employee data covering medium- and large-firm Czech and Slovak employment in 1998 to suggest that in Central Europe segregation of women into low-paying occupations and firms is responsible for only about one third of the total wage gap.

3 Data

The data we use consist of a one-percent random sample of the German Social Security (Unemployment Insurance) records, perhaps better known as the IAB employment subsample.\textsuperscript{7} The West German data is available from 1975 until 1995 while the East German file spans the 1992-1995 period. The original data consists of various types of social security records (notifications) including the start and end of employment spells. The employment (and wage) information is also updated at the end of each year. The 1995 end-of-year cross-section of employees forms the basis for our analysis. In a subset of our analysis, we also use the panel of workers employed in both 1992 and 1995.

German social security (unemployment insurance) reporting covers virtually all of its enterprise

\textsuperscript{6}Using the 1995 Microcensus data, the female (male) employment ratio is 0.36 (0.53) in West Germany and 0.38 (0.51) in East Germany. The corresponding female (male) labor force participation rate is 0.39 (0.58) in West Germany and 0.48 (0.57) in East Germany. The high level of female labor-force participation in East Germany has been explained by Bonin and Ewals (2002) as being largely due to the different pro-participation characteristics of the Eastern female workforce, inherited from the communist times of female labor-market emancipation.

\textsuperscript{7}See Bender et al. (2000) for a detailed data description. The data are anonymized and distributed through the Institut für Arbeitsmarkt und Berufsforschung der Bundesanstalt für Arbeit (IAB), the German Institute for Employment Research.
employment. Only civil servants and self-employed workers are not contributing to the unemploy-
ment insurance system (and are therefore excluded from the IAB sample).\(^8\) As of 1995, the social
security records cover almost 80 percent of total West German employment and over 86 percent of
East German employment.

Besides a number of personal and firm characteristics, including the workers’ occupation, the
data also provide average gross daily wages for each corresponding employment notification. Having
only daily wage rates, as opposed to hourly rates, is a major weakness of our study. It may lead
us to confound gender differences in hours worked with true wage-rate differentiation; hence, we
focus our analysis on full-time employment in order to minimize work time differences.\(^9\) While
wages of part-timers remain outside the scope of our analysis, it is important to acknowledge the
potential gender wage discrimination operating through lower wages of typically female part-timers
in Germany.\(^10\)

The wage data is censored from above (top coded), which affects approximately 10 (4) percent
of the wage records in West (East) Germany for both years. Hence, our descriptive analysis focuses
on median wage gaps and we also check for sensitivity to top-coding in our regression analysis. On
the other hand, the wage information in the IAB data has an important advantage in that the wage
definition is the same across all time periods and firms. The social security administration performs
various plausibility checks on the wage data and issues sanctions for misreporting, thereby ensuring
high accuracy. The use of administrative records minimizes reporting errors for other variables as
well.

---

\(^8\) Even though public servants are not included in the IAB data, 10 to 15 percent of social-security employees work
in state institutions or non-governmental organizations in health, public administration or education sectors.

\(^9\) We check for the gender differences in hours worked using the German Socio-Economic Panel in Section 4.1. See
Fitzenberger and Wunderlich (2002) for a study of the West German gender pay gap, which uses the same data we
use and focuses also on part-time workers.

\(^10\) Wolf (2002) shows that hourly wages of West German part-time female workers are lower than wages of women
working full time. Since only few male worker are part-timers, this issue is important for overall gender pay differences.
In a recent ruling, the German supreme court stated the right for equal hourly payment between part-time and full-
time employment and also made explicit that a company (in this case the German Post AG) used lower payment of
its part-time employees as an indirect way of discriminating against its female workers (BVERFG 1. Senat 2. kammer
19.05.1999. 1 BvR 263/98).
The data have another important advantage: Sampling one percent of all social security notifications results in an extensive database. In 1995 the IAB sample includes over 140 thousand end-of-year employment records in West Germany and over 40 thousand such records in East Germany. The large scale of the data allows us to precisely estimate the gender composition of occupations and to create a matched employer-employee sub-sample. Having available several workers from the same firm allows us to explore the extent of the gender wage gap within occupations within firms. Of course, given that we work with a random sample of workers, we can only match several workers to their employer for large firms.

The data used for the estimation was selected as follows: We start with all end-of-year employment notifications—a simple cross-section of employment for 1995. From this data we omit records for non-Germans, home and part-time workers, and records with missing wage information as well as those notifications for full-time employment with daily wages below 60 German Marks (DM). A similar procedure was applied to obtain the 1992 sample which is used together with the 1995 data in our longitudinal analysis.) The 1995 data descriptive characteristics are presented in the first two columns of the top panel of Table 1. While the average age of full-time employees contributing to the social security (unemployment insurance) system is comparable across the two parts of Germany, the share of female workers is much higher in East Germany. East German employees also have higher educational levels.

Next, we check whether the IAB sample is consistent with other data sources on the German labor market. Most analyses of the German wage structure rely on the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP), a relatively small, but rich longitudinal household survey. In the next two columns

---

11 The East-West distinction in the IAB data is based on current residence.
12 We form the matches using the unique establishment number issued by the German Employment Service.
13 Our goal is to minimize the possibility of including a part-time worker in our final sample. The choice of the 60DM cutoff is consistent with the general level of (industry-specific) minimum wages in Germany. Omitting very-low-wage and part-time workers is responsible for the loss of 68 thousand records from the original 1995 end-of-year cross-section of over 277 thousand observations. The second-largest omitted group is that of non-Germans (17 thousand). Only 67 records were dropped due to missing wage information.
14 The Abitur exam administered at the end of secondary education programs is similar to the British General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) and helps students advance into higher education stages.
of Table 1, we therefore compare the basic characteristics of the IAB sample to those of a GSOEP sub-sample selected to mimic the nature of the IAB data.\textsuperscript{15} Comparing the IAB and GSOEP pairs of columns in Table 1 shows that the two sub-samples have a very similar demographic structure.

Finally, we note that the Social Security administration uses a three-digit occupational classification. We have available a total of 274 detailed occupation classes. Inspection of the occupations’ size reveals the presence of one outlier: The class of skilled office clerks covers over 12 percent of workers in both East and West Germany and so it forms the largest occupation in the data.\textsuperscript{16} We want to minimize the possibility of meaningful differences in the content of this large occupation and so we interact this occupation with the 15-branch industry indicator (see, e.g., Dolado et al., 2002, for a similar approach).

4 Analysis

4.1 Descriptive Evidence on Segregation and the Wage Gap

What are the main gender patterns of employment among full-time workers contributing to the social security system in our two economies? First, the share of women is higher in East Germany at 39 percent compared to 33 percent in West Germany in 1995 (Table 1), possibly reflecting the higher male propensity to enter self-employment in the early transition period (see, e.g., Hunt, 2002). Focusing on gender employment patterns across the 274 IAB occupation classes, we find that the relative gender composition of occupational employment is very similar in the two parts of Germany despite the different history (of labor market practices) as the East-West correlation of the share of females at the 3-digit occupation level equals 0.91.

A summarizing measure of occupational gender segregation typically used in the literature is

\textsuperscript{15}We start with the basic GSOEP sample and drop self-employed, civil servants as well as part-time and very-low-wage workers. We apply the cross-sectional GSOEP weights to generate the reported sample characteristics.

\textsuperscript{16}The second largest occupational class covers less than 4% of all workers in both East and West Germany; the rest of the size distribution is continuous. The skilled office clerks category, Bürofachkräfte in German, includes secretaries or personal assistants, but not typists (Stenographen, Stenotypisten, Maschinenenschreiber, Datentypisten) or support clerical staff (Bürohilfskräfte).
the Duncan and Duncan (1955) segregation index $S$ defined as

$$S = \frac{1}{2} \sum_i |m_i - f_i|,$$

where the subscript $i$ denotes occupation, $m_i$ is the proportion of males employed in occupation $i$ and $f_i$ is the corresponding fraction of females. The index can be interpreted as reflecting the sum of worker reallocation (cross-occupation moves) required to balance the gender composition of all occupations. In 1995, the index takes on the value of 61 percent in West Germany and 65 percent in East Germany, signaling somewhat higher occupational gender segregation there.

What is the size of the gender wage gap for full-time employees contributing to the social security system on the post-unification labor market? We represent the gap using the wage disadvantage of women defined as $1 - w_f/w_m$, where $w_m$ stands for the median male wage and $w_f$ is the corresponding female wage. In 1995, the median unconditional wage gap, expressed in percentage points, is 22 in West Germany but it is -1 in East Germany (see the bottom panel of Table 1). We also estimate the mean gender wage gaps, which are larger at 30 percent in West Germany and 6.2 percent in East Germany.\(^\text{17}\) These are striking findings. The Eastern gap is remarkably low: It is only about one fifth the size of the Western gap using the mean wage comparison. Even more striking is the finding based on median wages: A typical East-German full-time female employee is paid slightly more than her male counterpart.

These results call for comparison. Again, we use the sub-sample of the 1995 GSOEP data mimicking the composition of the IAB data and report the resulting wage gaps in Table 1.\(^\text{18}\) Using

\(^{17}\) The mean is estimated as $E[w] = \Pr(w < w^c)E[w|w < w^c] + \Pr(w \geq w^c)w^c$, where $w^c$ is the top-coded wage value.

\(^{18}\) The two wage measures are obviously different in many respects. The administrative IAB wage measure includes bonuses and fringe benefits, while these are excluded from the GSOEP wages based on survey responses. Both the IAB and GSOEP wages we use are not corrected for gender differences in hours worked. Information on hours worked is available in GSOEP. Constraining the GSOEP sample to mimic the IAB data (full-time workers, no civil servants or self-employed) and dropping observations with weekly hours below 30 or above 60, gender differences in contractual (actual) hours are in the order of 1 (5) percent in both East and West Germany in both 1992 and 1995. We conclude that (i) the East German wage-rate gap may be even more negative than we report, and (ii) differences in hours worked are unlikely to affect our East-West comparison. Nevertheless, the size of the bias is unclear as Pannenberg (2002) reports that a large fraction of overtime hours is unpaid in West Germany.
the GSOEP self-reported wage measure, we replicate the IAB median wage gap in West Germany and we also confirm that the East German wage gap is very small. The remaining difference of about 4 percentage points in our estimate of the East German median wage gap may be due to sampling error as the East German restricted GSOEP sample consists of only 1425 workers. Further, the mean wage gap in our GSOEP sub-sample is 26 percent in West Germany and 7 percent in East Germany, quite close to our IAB approximate mean wage gaps.

It is natural to ask whether the lack of median wage differences in East Germany corresponds to a fully equalized wage setting in which men and women working on the same job are paid equally. A unique advantage of the IAB data is that it allows one to answer this question directly. Using the matched employer employee sub-sample (see Section 3) we can ask about pay differences between men and women working in the same detailed occupation in the same firm—in the same job. The bottom panel of Table 1 compares the overall wage gaps to those based on within-job comparisons. Each entry is the percentage wage disadvantage for females averaged across all job cells where we could match at least one male and one female worker, that is predominantly in large firms. The results imply that median wages of such male and female co-workers differ by about 7 percent in East Germany and by about 15 percent in West Germany.\(^{19}\)

These are remarkably large within-job wage gaps, especially in the context of the overall differences in male and female wages, which are, however, based on a broader sample of all workers and firms. In West Germany, there is a wage gap of almost one sixth among workers of different gender on the same job. In part, the job-cell wage gap may be caused by differences in hours worked, but its extent calls for further investigation of potential violations of the equal pay act. The size of the within-job wage gap also suggests that occupational segregation may not be an important source of the relatively large West German overall wage gap. In East Germany, our results thus far suggest

\(^{19}\)The average wage gaps are only slightly higher than the median wage gaps. The averages are taken across all observed job-cell wage-gap observations. Weighting by the size of each observed worker group makes no material difference. The median wage gaps are not sensitive to constraining the analysis to job cells with at least 3 men and 3 women or to further sub-dividing each job cell using broad age groups.
the coexistence of a significant gender wage gap within jobs with an almost fully equalized overall wage. A leading potential explanation for such a pattern of wage gaps is that ‘female’ occupations pay more. We explore this hypothesis below.

4.2 Accounting for the Wage Gap

In this section, we account for the sources of the observed wage gaps using logarithmic wage regressions. Specifically, we ask about the explanatory power of (i) worker and firm characteristics, and (ii) occupational segregation. Following the literature (e.g., Groshen, 1991; Macpherson and Hirsh, 1995; or Bayard et al., 2003), we capture the effect of gender segregation on wages by conditioning on the ‘femaleness’ of occupations. ‘Femaleness’ is measured by the percent of females \( P \) in a given group of employees. We therefore estimate logarithmic Least Squares wage regressions of the following form separately for each gender and part of Germany:

\[
\ln w_{ij} = X_{ij}' \beta + P_j \gamma + \eta_j + \epsilon_{ij}, \quad \text{with} \quad i = 1, \ldots, N_j, \quad \text{and} \quad j = 1, \ldots, J. \tag{1}
\]

Here, \( w_{ij} \) denotes the daily wage of the \( i \)-th worker in the \( j \)-th occupation, \( X_{ij} \) represents the observed worker and firm characteristics, \( P_j \) is the fraction of female employment in \( j \)-th occupation, \( \eta_j \) captures the occupation-specific unobservable attributes, \( \epsilon_{ij} \) includes the unobserved worker-specific skills, \( J \) denotes the total number of occupations, and \( N_j \) is the number of workers in the sample employed in the \( j \)-th occupation.\(^{20}\)

Equation 1 highlights two important sources of estimation problems. Unfortunately, we are not able to fully control for the first unobservable, the occupation-specific attributes \( \eta_j \), which may lead to an upward bias in \( \gamma \) if women prefer occupations which offer costly attributes (e.g., flexible working hours or lack of physical-strength demands). Secondly, sorting of workers into occupations based on unobservable skills is a feature of an important hypothesis in the occupational segregation literature (see Section 2.1). If the occupational averages of worker unobserved skills \( (\epsilon_{ij}) \)

\(^{20}\)Our statistical inference acknowledges the likely correlation of unobservables within occupations and allows for occupation-level clustering.
are correlated with the ‘femaleness’ of occupations \((P_j)\), this would again lead to a biased estimate of \(\gamma\). One can remove the time-constant unobservable worker skills by “differencing” observations for the same worker from two time periods. We follow this strategy below, but first, we focus on traditional cross-sectional estimates.

### 4.2.1 Basic Explanations

Here, we estimate least-squares log-wage regressions for West and East Germany controlling for both worker and firm characteristics, but not for occupational segregation measures. Given the absence of actual labor market experience in the data, we choose to include among the regressors the number of children and a marriage indicator together with a quadratic in age. We also control for a set of educational attainment indicators and condition on the type of employer by including a set of industry and firm-size dummies.

Next, we use the estimated coefficients to ask about the sources of the gender wage gaps in Germany using the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition. A general form of the mean wage decomposition is as follows:

\[
\ln w_m - \ln w_f = (\bar{X}_m - \bar{X}_f)'\bar{\beta} + [X_m' (\bar{\beta}_m - \bar{\beta}) + X_f' (\bar{\beta} - \bar{\beta}_f)],
\]

where \(f\) denotes females and \(m\) denotes males, \(\bar{w}_s\) is the gender-specific mean of the natural logarithm of hourly wage, \(\bar{X}_s\) represents the respective vectors of mean values of explanatory variables for men and women with \(s \in \{f, m\}\). Finally, \(\bar{\beta}_m\) and \(\bar{\beta}_f\) are the corresponding vectors of estimated coefficients from gender-specific wage regressions and \(\bar{\beta}\) represents a counter-factual non-discriminatory wage structure. The first term on the right hand side of equation 2 represents that part of the total logarithmic wage difference which stems from the difference in average observed productive characteristics across gender. The second term originates in the differences in gender-specific coefficients from the non-discriminatory wage structure and is often interpreted as providing an upper limit on potential wage discrimination. There are a number of variants of this method depending on how one approximates the non-discriminatory wage structure; see Oaxaca
and Ransom (1994). In line with their recommendation, we use the weighted average of the gender-specific coefficients with weights corresponding to shares of each gender out of all employment (for a similar approach, see, e.g., Macpherson and Hirsh, 1995).

The basic decomposition results are presented in Table 2.\textsuperscript{21} Summing up the products of average coefficients (column 1 or 3) and \(X\) differences (column 2 or 4) for each part of Germany, we find that gender differences in demographic and firm characteristics account for 7.5 percentage points of the overall gender wage gap in West Germany. In East Germany, however, we find that the gender differences in productive characteristics actually work to women’s advantage, reducing the gap which would have been larger if the distribution of \(X\) was equalized across men and women. (For qualitatively similar findings from post-communist countries, see Ogloblin, 1999, or Jurajda, 2003.)

In particular, we note that East German women have better educational levels than their male colleagues and that they are more likely to work in the highly-paid service and public-administration sectors.

\begin{table}
\end{table}

\subsection*{4.2.2 Cross-Sectional Effects of Occupational Segregation}

Our main goal is to learn about the importance of occupational segregation for wages. Next, we therefore introduce a new regressor, namely the share of female workers in occupation. A set of these coefficients of interest from different specifications is presented in Table 3.

Column (1) shows the coefficients of female occupational segregation from regressions including no other controls. While the West German correlations are not statistically significant, the East German estimates are positive and very large. One possible explanation is that workers in highly ‘female’ occupations have higher (observable) productive characteristics. In column (2), occupational segregation is therefore controlled for in the preferred specification with all firm and worker controls from Table 2.\textsuperscript{22} The West German occupational segregation coefficients we obtain still

\footnote{\textsuperscript{21}The gender-specific sets of estimates are available in Jurajda and Harmgart (2004); they suggest very similar returns to education across both economies and genders as well as a strong similarity in the estimated industry wage structures.}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{22}The unreported demographic and firm coefficients remain stable after the introduction of the gender segregation structures.}
imply no statistically significant relationship between the ‘femaleness’ of 3-digit occupations and wages of either men or women. This is in contrast to the stylized facts of the U.S. literature (see, e.g., Macpherson and Hirsh, 1995) which finds negative effects of female occupational concentration on wages of both genders. Even more striking are the East German estimates: The coefficients on the fraction of females in occupation are both still positive and statistically significant.23 This flies in the face of both the U.S. evidence and the available work from transition countries.

In the remaining columns of Table 3, we assess the sensitivity of our main estimates to alternative specifications and estimation techniques. Baker and Fortin (2001) argue that, because of human capital externalities, one should also control for average characteristics of co-workers in an occupation. In column (3) we therefore ask whether higher educational level of workers in the same occupation (but typically a different firm) increases a worker’s wage independent of the own-education effect. Specifically, we introduce three additional regressors consisting of the fraction of an occupation’s workforce with a (i) college degree, (ii) Abitur exam, and (iii) apprenticeship degree. The (unreported) regression coefficients corresponding to these additional controls are always positive and statistically significant. However, their introduction leads to no qualitative change in the parameters of interest: The East German segregation coefficients are smaller, but remain positive and statistically significant, while the West German coefficients are still insignificant.

In column (4) we check the sensitivity of the OLS estimates to the top coding of IAB wages, which in principle renders OLS inconsistent. So far, we have ignored the issue of right censoring of wages and included the observations with top-coded wages in the OLS estimation. Now, we compare the OLS results to those based on the Censored Least Absolute Deviation (CLAD) estimator proposed by Powell (1984).24 Column (4) of Table 3 lists the gender segregation coefficients from the CLAD regressions together with bootstrapped standard errors. Comparing the new estimates to the Least-

\[23\] The male (female) coefficient is statistically significant at the 1% (10%) level.

\[24\] CLAD is based on the assumption of zero median of the model error distribution. It is not a least-squares but a median (quantile) regression and, unlike parametric censored-regression models (i.e., Tobit), it permits non-normal, heteroscedastic, and asymmetric errors.
Squares parameters from column (2) shows little material difference. Furthermore, the worker- and firm-specific coefficients are also little affected.\textsuperscript{25} We therefore conclude that ignoring right censoring has a negligible quantitative effect on our parameters, which justifies the mean wage-gap decompositions based on the OLS estimates.

Up to now, we have estimated worker-level regressions, but our parameters of interest were identified using group-level (occupation-level) variation. Hence, we adjusted standard errors by clustering residuals at the occupation level. There is an alternative way of reflecting the different degrees of freedom involved in estimating the worker-specific and occupation-specific coefficients: One may first estimate a regression with individual-specific regressors and occupational fixed effects and in a second stage regress the estimated occupational dummies on the share of females in occupation, weighting by the occupation’s size.\textsuperscript{26} Our estimated parameters from these second-stage regressions are in full accord with those based on worker-level analysis. Again, both West German coefficients are small (0.03 for men and -0.04 for women) and statistically insignificant, while the East German coefficients are both positive and highly statistically significant (0.08 for both men and women). We note that weighting by occupation’s size is important; giving each occupation equal weight would result in a negative effect for West German men.

### 4.2.3 Person-Fixed-Effect Specifications

Our estimates up to now have been based on cross-sectional variation in occupation-specific female concentration. How can we interpret our findings thus far? In particular, why do ‘female’ occupations pay more in East Germany? In searching for an answer we turn to the specific labor market history and institutions in East Germany. The transition from communism in East Germany led to a dramatic fall in female employment rates while wage levels rapidly rose to near-western levels. This suggests a marked tendency towards selection of East German women into employment based

\textsuperscript{25} These results are available in Jurajda and Harmgart (2004).

\textsuperscript{26} See Baker and Fortin (2001) for a discussion of the ramifications of the one-step and two-step estimators for potential biases from occupation-level omitted variables.
on labor quality. We know that during early pro-market reforms in East Germany low-wage women were more likely to become jobless while East German men were more likely than women to enter self-employment (become entrepreneurs) and therefore disappear from our data (Hunt, 2002). If entry into self-employment is highly correlated with observed and unobserved skills, the East German men remaining in social-security-covered employment may be of relatively low skill quality. On the other hand, if low-skill women are not employed, the pool of social-security-covered female employees may be of relatively high quality.

Indeed, our Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition in Table 2 suggests that, unlike in West Germany, the observed labor quality of female employees in East Germany is higher than that of their male colleagues. If, as one would expect, there is a positive correlation between observable and unobservable skills of workers (Gibbons and Katz, 1992), East German women may also have better unobservables. A positive correlation between the share of women in an occupation and the occupation-specific unobserved labor quality would then lead to the surprising positive coefficient on occupational ‘femaleness’ for females. Furthermore, if the share of women in an occupation becomes an index of labor quality, then high-skill men may sort themselves into such occupations (Kremer, 1993), giving rise to a positive effect of occupations’ ‘femaleness’ for males. If the percentage of females in an occupation serves as a proxy for skill level, then the ‘femaleness’ coefficients should decline with the introduction into a regression of productivity controls. Comparing columns (1) and (2) of Table 3, we see that this is indeed the case.27

Here, we shed more light on the quality sorting hypothesis using the panel dimension of our data. Following Macpherson and Hirsh (1995), we condition on person-specific unobservables, including skills, by estimating worker-fixed-effect regressions. These “within” regressions use a subsample of individuals with panel data...

27 One could alternatively explain the positive effect of occupational ‘femaleness’ on male wages as corresponding to a compensating wage differential for men who would prefer to work with other men, but accept positions in occupations predominantly staffed with women. This explanation is attractive because we know that in Germany wages can differ according to gender within narrowly defined worker groups (Table 1). However, this hypothesis is less useful in explaining why wages of women working in predominantly ‘female’ occupations are higher compared to those of women working in ‘male’ occupations.
of workers employed in both 1992 and 1995 consisting of 30 and 114 thousand employees in East and West Germany respectively.\footnote{The (unreported) cross-sectional parameters from 1992 are very similar to those presented in Table 3 for 1995. Hence, the assumption of constant coefficients across the two years, embedded in the fixed-effect model, is reasonable. At the same time, the 3 year gap is long enough to allow for changes in wages resulting from changes in occupations to take place.} It is important to discuss the sources of variation in “within-person” occupation characteristics, such as the share of women. Over time, the ‘femaleness’ of one’s occupation can change both for workers who remain in the same occupation and for those who switch occupations between 1992 and 1995.\footnote{The occupation-level time changes of ‘femaleness’ separate from those coming from the observed (sample of) occupation moves come from the occupation-gender structure of employment inflow and outflow, which is not captured in the panel sub-sample.} To the extent that they are exogenous to discriminatory gender segregation, occupation moves provide an important source of identification for the ‘true’ segregation effect.\footnote{Using fixed-effect regressions and assuming exogeneity of occupation moves to control for unobserved person-specific characteristics is an alternative to estimating joint models of wage determination and (female) employment participation and occupation choice. The estimation (and identification) of such models goes beyond the scope of the recent literature on gender segregation. In our case, we refer the reader to Hunt (2002) for evidence on the role of labor quality for employment participation in East Germany.} The IAB panel we use is rich in that it covers 16 (8) thousand of such occupation moves in West (East) Germany.\footnote{In both parts of Germany, about 70\% of the occupation movers also changes firms between 1992 and 1995.}

Table 4 presents the results based on the 1992-95 panel subsample. First, we check whether the cross-sectional estimates of the ‘penalty’ to ‘female’ occupations from column (2) of Table 3 are replicated in the panel subsample. We obtain qualitatively equivalent parameters in column (1) of Table 4 in that the West German occupational ‘femaleness’ coefficients remain small and are not statistically significant. The East German male coefficient is also in accord with the cross-sectional estimate based on all 1995 workers, but the female parameter is now close to zero. In column (2) of Table 4 we re-estimate the cross-sectional relationship using the smaller group of occupation movers who provide the strongest source of identification for the “within-person” estimation. Here, we are able to closely replicate both of the East German occupational coefficients as well as the male West German estimate, but the female West German parameter estimate grows and becomes statistically significant (but remains within one standard error of the preferred cross-sectional estimate). Overall,
we conclude that the most important feature of our cross-sectional analysis, namely the positive ‘bonus’ to ‘female’ occupations in East Germany is preserved in the panel subsamples.

Finally, columns (3) and (4) of Table 4 present the estimates of the effect of an occupation’s ‘femaleness’ on wages based on “within-worker” time-change variation.32 These results are not affected by time-constant differences in worker unobservables (skills and preferences) and may therefore come closer to a causal effect of segregation on wages. Using this different source of variation, we obtain a dramatically different set of coefficients. Conditioning on both observed and unobserved personal characteristics results in negative effects of occupational segregation in West Germany and zero effects in East Germany, completely eliminating its positive cross-sectional occupational segregation coefficients. This is consistent with our hypothesis of the positive effects being driven by sorting on unobserved skill differences.33

Using the notation of equation 1 we are now ready to calculate the contribution of gender segregation to overall wage gaps as \((\bar{P}_m - \bar{P}_f) [\varphi \hat{\gamma}_m + (1 - \varphi) \hat{\gamma}_f]\), where \(\varphi\) is the share of males in the group of full-time workers contributing to the social security system, \(\hat{\gamma}_s\) are the estimated gender-specific segregation coefficients, and where \(\bar{P}_s\) contains the averages of the female-share regressor for each gender.

We perform this calculation twice, in both cases using the cross-sectional mean differences in \(P\) from 1995. First, we use the cross-sectional parameter estimates from column (2) of Table 3. The calculation suggests that in West Germany gender segregation does not explain any part of the overall wage gap, while in East Germany it makes female wages 5.5 percentage points higher than male wages. Second, we use the panel-data coefficients based on occupational movers (column (4) of Table 4). Here, we find that in West Germany gender segregation explains 2 percentage points of the overall wage gap, but it gives rise to no gender-related wage differences in the east part of

---

32 The clustering of unobservables used to correct standard errors now occurs by occupation pairs across the two years.
33 On the other hand, this finding is not consistent with the alternative explanation for the male positive ‘femaleness’ effect based on a compensating wage differential for men who prefer to work with men, but accept working with women.
Germany. Overall, we believe that our panel-data results point to (i) high unobserved quality of East German female employees leading to a positive sorting on skills across occupations, and (ii) a small causal contribution of gender segregation toward explaining the overall wage gaps in both parts of Germany.

5 Conclusions

This paper provides evidence on the size of the gender wage gap, the extent of occupational gender segregation, and on the effects segregation has on the gender pay differences in East and West Germany in 1995. The analysis is based on full-time employees only and does not cover civil servants and the self-employed.

Our analysis uncovers intriguing East-West differences. Women form a larger share of full-time employment in East Germany, but the relative gender structure of occupational employment is similar in East and West Germany, despite the different history. Strikingly, there are no median wage differences between workers of different genders in East Germany. Our East German data also imply a very small unconditional mean daily wage gap in the order of one fifth of the West German gap. In contrast, the mean (median) wage gap in West Germany is substantial at 30 (22) percent. Despite the difference in the overall wage gaps, we uncover significant wage gaps within jobs (occupation-firm cells) in both parts of Germany.

Our regression analysis reconciles these pieces of descriptive evidence: Using cross-sectional wage variation, we find little support for the existence of a wage ‘penalty’ to ‘female’ jobs in West Germany. Occupational segregation therefore does not explain the greater wage gap in West Germany. The significant within-job wage gaps in East Germany do not appear at the aggregate level because more ‘female’ occupations actually offer higher wages, in striking contrast to findings from the U.S. as well as from transition countries.

We suggest a possible interpretation for this finding based on the unique nature of transition
from central planning in East Germany. German unification brought about the imposition of near-western wage levels against a background of mass layoffs. We know that this resulted in a strong selection of women into employment based on labor quality (Hunt, 2002). Indeed, productive characteristics of our East German female employees are higher than those of their male colleagues. If the share of women in an occupation becomes a measure of skill quality, high productivity men may sort themselves into predominantly ‘female’ occupations.

One check of this hypothesis is to control for unobservable worker heterogeneity (skills) using the longitudinal portion of the data. Following the existing literature, we assume that workers switch occupations for reasons unrelated to discrimination, and use the resulting “within-worker” time variation in ‘femaleness’ of occupations to estimate worker-fixed-effect regressions. Conditioning on unobservable time-constant worker characteristics, we find no evidence of an effect of occupational segregation on East German wages. This is consistent with the quality sorting hypothesis, but not with other explanations for the East German ‘bonus’ to ‘female’ jobs. In West Germany, we find a small negative wage effect of segregation based on within-worker variation.

Our analysis has implications for both gender public policy and the existing literature on occupational gender segregation. First, we suggest that discriminatory crowding of women into low-wage occupations is not important in Germany, including its east states where anti-discriminatory laws were introduced only recently. However, we find the scope for potential violations of the equal pay clauses to be significant in both parts of Germany. In West Germany, occupational gender segregation combines with an uneven distribution of (observed) productive characteristics to account for up to 10 percentage points of the overall 30-percent difference between the mean wages of men and women, which leaves two thirds of the gap unexplained. In East Germany, the low overall wage gap is in part due to the distribution of productive characteristics of full-time employees favorable to women.

Second, our evidence implies that the typical negative cross-sectional relationship between ‘fe-
maleness’ of occupations and wages of both men and women, present in U.S. as well as Central-European research (Bayard et al., 2003; Jurajda, 2003), does not stand in a country with very low female employment and high wage floors. Female full-time employment rates are much lower in Germany than in the U.S. or Central Europe, but these differences are smaller for men (OECD, 2002; Beaudry and Green, 2003). Wage floors are lower in the U.S. than in West Germany and they rose only slowly in most transition economies in comparison to East Germany. Our findings are consistent with the notion that if mainly highly productive women are employed (due to, e.g., high wage floors), this may eliminate the typical negative correlation between the share of females in occupation and wage level in that occupation. This hypothesis is also supported by OECD (2002)—a cross-country study based largely on the European Community Household Panel—which suggests that cross-country differences in female employment rates are driven mainly by the degree of integration of less-educated, lower-paid women into employment and that such compositional effects are important for understanding international differences in the gender pay gap as well as in the extent of segregation.

Does our hypothesis also offer an explanation for the East-West differences in the cross-sectional wage effects of occupational segregation? While female employment rates are similar in both parts of Germany, wage floors may be more “effective” in preventing employment of the less productive female workers in East Germany, given the lower level of overall productivity there. Focusing on observable characteristics, full-time East German female employees have higher skills than their male colleagues while the opposite is true for West Germany. If the selection of women into full-time employment is also more strongly affected by unobservable skill quality in East Germany than in the west states, this could offer an explanation for the difference in our estimated wage ‘penalty’ to ‘female’ occupations in East and West Germany.

We believe that these tantalizing comparisons motivate future cross-country research linking the size of the wage ‘penalty’ to ‘female’ occupations with wage floors and skill structure of female
employment. Such research would be complementary to the within-country longitudinal studies, which control for unobservable worker skills by relying on the potentially questionable exogeneity of worker occupation moves.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of the IAB and GSOEP 1995 Worker Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Composition</th>
<th>IAB(^b)</th>
<th>GSOEP(^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West</td>
<td>East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (%)</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No apprenticeship, no abitur</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprenticeship, no abitur</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abitur</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College or university</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size &lt; 20 workers (%)</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of workers</td>
<td>141 222</td>
<td>40 094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of firms</td>
<td>84 307</td>
<td>25 349</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender Wage Gaps</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IAB(^b)</td>
<td>GSOEP(^c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gender wage gap(^d)</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median gap within job cells(^e)</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of job cells</td>
<td>5 044</td>
<td>1 349</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. no. of workers per firm in data</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Observations for full-time workers with gross daily wage above 60DM; no civil servants, self-employed, home workers, or trainees, and no non-Germans.
\(^b\) Sample based on a cross-section of end-of-year social-security notifications.
\(^c\) Sub-sample mimicking the IAB data (a); person-specific cross-sectional weights are used.
\(^d\) Female Wage Disadvantage as % of Male Wage (1-w/w_m)
\(^e\) A job cell consists of workers in the same firm with the same occupation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Coefficient</th>
<th>Difference in Mean X</th>
<th>Absolute Contribution</th>
<th>Average Coefficient</th>
<th>Difference in Mean X</th>
<th>Absolute Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(1)*(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(3)*(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>3.205</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age*Age/100</td>
<td>-0.037</td>
<td>2.405</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apprenticeship, No GCSE</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Educ. with GCSE</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University and more</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical &amp; Metal</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textile &amp; Household Goods</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining &amp; Quarrying</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks &amp; Insurance</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Services</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>-0.180</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>-0.100</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>-0.092</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Services</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>-0.080</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm employment: 50-99</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100-499</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>over 500</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>-0.104</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total contribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Columns (1) and (3) give the female-employment-share weighted average of gender-specific regression coefficients. Columns (2) and (4) give the difference between the male and the female mean of observed characteristics.
### Table 3: Occupational Gender Composition Coefficients from Cross-Sectional Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>coeff. (1)</th>
<th>std.error (2)</th>
<th>coeff. (3)</th>
<th>std.error (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>-0.138</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Estimator**: Least Squares, Least Squares, Least Squares, CLAD
- **Sample**: all workers, all workers, all workers, all workers
- **Standard controls**: No, Yes, Yes+Avg Educ. in Occ., Yes

Note: For a list of standard controls see Table 2. Least-Squares standard errors allow for occupational clustering of unobservables.

### Table 4: Occupational Gender Composition Coefficients from the 1992-1995 Panel Sub-Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>coeff. (1)</th>
<th>std.error (2)</th>
<th>coeff. (3)</th>
<th>std.error (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>-0.050</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>-0.128</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>East Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Estimator**: Least Squares, Least Squares, Person Fixed Effect, Person Fixed Effect
- **Sample**: all workers, occupation movers, all workers, occupation movers
- **Standard controls**: Yes, Yes, Yes, Yes

Note: For a list of standard controls see Table 2. The panel subsample is based on workers employed in both 1992 and 1995. Standard errors allow for occupational clustering of unobservables; in columns (3) and (4) the clusters correspond to pairs of occupations across the two years.